DAY 1: RESEARCH DESIGN
• Designing research studies: Moschkovich and Brenner (2000)
• Design decisions for video: Why video? When video? Video plus other data
• Advantages and disadvantages of video data

DAY 2: USING VIDEO
• Multiple uses of video
• Collecting video (and audio), Hall (2000), Roschelle (2000)
• Using video with Latino participants

DAY 3: ANALYZING VIDEO
• Preparing video for analysis
• Selection criteria for segments to analyze
• Collective review of tools for preparing and sharing video

DAY 4: ANALYZING VIDEO DATA OF STUDENT LEARNING—UNCOVERING THE MATHEMATICS
Theoretical frameworks
• Situated and socio-cultural perspective (Moschkovich, 2002)
• Gee’s (1996 and 1999) questions for Discourse analysis
• Ethno-mathematical perspective (D’Ambrosio, 1985; Nunez, Schliemann, and Carraher; 1993)
Readings before Short Course

Post Course Readings:

Recommended further reading
11. Ochs, E. Transcription as theory.
NOTES

1. Methodology
   • Not techniques, THEORY plus methods
   • Video is a technique that can be used from multiple theoretical stances
   • Research design decisions depend on CLEAR AND FOCUSED RESEARCH QUESTIONS
   • IMAGINE what data would look like that might answer the research questions
   • No researcher or research study can cover everything, FOCUS on what one study can do well
   • A naturalistic paradigm is different than experimental design BUT design and analysis are still SYSTEMATIC

2. Naturalistic paradigm (Moschkovich and Brenner, 2000)
   Principles
   • Consider multiple points of view
   • Connect theory verification and theory generation
   • Study cognitive activity in context

   Note:
   • Mixed approach, instruments, methods
   • Ecological validity for cognitive tasks (p. 466)
   • Definition of context (p. 462) (Lave 1988)
   • Ethnographic stance (p.474)
   • Standards of quality (last section, table on p. 479)
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

DAY 1 DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. What are some research design issues that you are (still) grappling with?
2. What are some questions you have about research design?
3. What are some questions you have about designing for video, collecting video, and preparing video for analysis?
4. Try to ground your discussion and questions in an example, a study you are working on or an example from the readings.

DAY 2 DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
Distributing and distributed expertise:
1. What are some things about research design that you now know, that you wish someone had told you before you designed a study, or that you have recently learned?
2. What are some things you have learned about collecting video?
3. Three (or more tips) for others: Remember to……
4. What are some things you have learned about preparing video?
5. What are some things you have learned about analyzing video?

DAY 4 DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. Do you see students participating in mathematical practices? If yes, which practices? What is your evidence?
2. Do you think that student activity reflects mathematical competence? If yes, what is your evidence? What kinds of mathematical competence do you see in student activity?
3. Are any “big” mathematical ideas evident in student activity (students need not be conscious of the mathematical ideas themselves)? If yes, which ones? What is your evidence? If not, which “big math ideas” do you see as potentially possible in this discussion?

GROUND RULES FOR WATCHING CLASSROOM VIDEOS
1. What people in a classroom do or say makes sense to them (even if not to us). Try to understand things from their perspective (as well as your own).
2. No judging, evaluating, labeling, or blaming.
   Focus on resources, not obstacles, errors, or deficiencies
   Focus on how learners make sense, not on what they do wrong.
   If you think a teacher or a student does something wrong….
   stop yourself and focus on something else.
   In particular, no blaming the teacher, the student, the topic, or the family.
3. Stick to what you “see” on the tape.
   Not what you imagine or know from other experiences or sources. But you can still wonder and ask questions!
4. What we “see” depends on the lens we use.
   Be aware of what theoretical framework, assumptions, and perspective you are using.